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The structure of tumors can be recapitulated as an elastic frame formed by the connected cytoskeletons
of the cells invaded by interstitial and intracellular fluids. The low-frequency mechanics of this poroelastic
system, dictated by the elastic skeleton only, control tumor growth, penetration of therapeutic agents, and
invasiveness. The high-frequency mechanical properties containing the additional contribution of the
internal fluids have also been posited to participate in tumor progression and drug resistance, but they
remain largely unexplored. Here we use Brillouin light scattering to produce label-free images of tumor
microtissues based on the high-frequency viscoelastic modulus as a contrast mechanism. In this regime, we
demonstrate that the modulus discriminates between tissues with altered tumorigenic properties. Our
micrometric maps also reveal that the modulus is heterogeneously altered across the tissue by drug therapy,
revealing a lag of efficacy in the core of the tumor. Exploiting high-frequency poromechanics
should advance present theories based on viscoelasticity and lead to integrated descriptions of tumor
response to drugs.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.018101
Tumors have a complex structure containing several cell
types that are connected together by transmembrane bonds
or extracellular matrix interactions. From a mechanical
point of view, this structure can be recapitulated as an
elastic frame formed by the connected cytoskeletons of the
cells invaded by interstitial and intracellular fluids, with a
behavior resembling that of a poroelastic material [Fig. 1(a)]
[1,2]. In this system, the internal stresses built up by slow
quasistatic external loading, during which the fluids are
drained out, are borne only by the elastic skeleton [3]. The
control of such a compression that occurs during tumor
growth [4] has opened new therapeutic routes in which, for
example, alleviating cell-cell adhesion strength in tumoral
tissues with antibodies targeting cell adhesion proteins leads
to a greater accumulation of therapeutic agents [5]. It has
also been proposed that compressive stresses could trigger
metastatic processes [6] and that monitoring intercellular
adhesion strength could predict invasiveness [7].
This long-timescale response to strain can be investi-
gated by observing shape relaxation [8] or cell-cell rear-
rangements using elastographic techniques [9,10]. Such
measurements, usually interpreted as the response of a
metastable system with multiple closely spaced relaxation
times, have been recently revisited in light of poroelasticity,
suggesting that the fluid phase also contributes to the total
stress [11]. This internal fluid pressure, not probed by
quasistatic experiments, has also been posited to participate
in tumor progression and drug resistance [12]. By analogy
with unconsolidated rock poromechanics [13], it is, on the
other hand, expected that the response to a fast compression
would contain the additional contribution of the biological
fluids acting as if trapped in the porous elastic frame [14].
For this, it becomes crucial to probe the short-term
mechanical response of tumors to explore the role of
poroelasticity in response to drugs and to advance present
theories based on viscoelasticity.
Moreover, although it is known from atomic force
microscopy maps [15] that stiffness is not uniform in
tumors, the quasistatic elastic modulus is usually assumed
to be constant over the whole tissue to feed imaging
algorithms. It is also evident from maps of the deformation
field measured in spheroids by optical coherence tomog-
raphy [16] that there is an anisotropic distribution of the
strain within tissues, assumed to originate from a radial
distribution of cell polarity and density [17]. An increased
pressure has also been observed in the core of spheroids
correlated to a slowing down of the proliferation rate [18].
Yet the true distribution of intrinsic mechanical properties
was never characterized, hampering the description of
internal tumor mechanics.
To circumvent present technical limitations, we imple-
ment a label-free imaging of the high-frequency poroelastic
properties of tumor microtissues using Brillouin light
scattering (BLS) microscopy. BLS has been used recently
to image the mechanical properties of single cells using
spectroscopic [19] and time-resolved implementations [20],
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as well as on fixed ex vivo mouse brain tissues [21],
cerebrospinal fluid [22], and cornea [23]. In BLS, the
infinitesimal compressive motion induced by the sponta-
neous acoustic phonons creates a periodic grating of
refractive index fluctuations. Using a monochromatic
visible light beam, this grating with a spacing imposed
by the acoustic wavelength produces a shift f of the
frequency of the backscattered light in the GHz range as
exemplified by the spectrum obtained in culture medium in
Fig. 1(d). The position and linewidth of the peak probe the
longitudinal modulus at hypersonic frequencies. To image
the mechanical properties of tissues, we coupled a scanning
multipath Fabry-Perot interferometer with an inverted
bioscience microscope (see Supplemental Material Note
1 [24]). The typical size of a cell within the spheroid is
∼5 μm. In order to observe a poroelastic unit element
formed by several cells, we focused the probe light with a
20× objective lens (N.A. 0.35) to obtain an ∼10 μm laser
spot diameter. We limited the axial spreading of the
illuminated volume to ∼60 μm using confocal pinholes
(see Supplemental Material Note 3 [24]). Assuming that the
sample is homogeneous over this scattering volume, as in a
Darcy-scale representation [27], the BLS spectra can be
interpreted as the response of a damped harmonic oscillator
with frequency position f and full width at half maximum
Γ. In this approximation, the storage modulus is M0 ¼
ρðfλ=2nÞ2, where ρ is the mass density, λ the laser
wavelength, and n the optical index. The low numerical
aperture of the lens induces negligible broadening of the
spectra (≲2%) [21], allowing us to ascribe Γ to the loss
modulusM00 ¼ ρΓfðλ=2nÞ2 [28]. To allow Brillouin inves-
tigation in physiological conditions, we used a transparent
stage top incubator that maintains the samples in a 37 °C
and 5% CO2 environment, while offering full optical access
from the top and bottom sides for BLS and optical
microscopy, respectively. The incubator is designed to
accommodate standard 96-well plates for high-throughput
probing and drug screening [Fig. 1(b)].
To demonstrate BLS on in vitro living tissues, we
recreated the mechanical complexity of solid tumors with
a reductionist approach. We used spheroids, a powerful
in vitro model that is widely used in standardized preclini-
cal studies to accelerate the translation of novel therapeutics
to the clinic but also as a tool to understand precisely tumor
physics and biology [29]. We engineered spheroids from
the spontaneous aggregation of two different colorectal
carcinoma cell lines, SW480 and HCT116 (see
Supplemental Material Note 5 [24]) and placed each of
them in an ultralow adhesion round-bottom well of a 96-
well plate [Fig. 1(c)]. The typical diameter of an untreated
spheroid is 350 μm. We probed the Brillouin spectra at the
center of the spheroids [see typical spectrum in Fig. 1(d)],
and we extracted the Brillouin shift and linewidth [Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b)]. No significant difference is visible on the shift,
pointing to negligible differences in the refractive index n
and similar storage moduli M0 (see Supplemental Material
Note 9 [24]). On the other hand, the linewidth is clearly
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FIG. 1. In vitro Brillouin imaging setup. (a) Schematic of a
poroelastic tumor. The cytoskeletons of each cell are connected
together to form an elastic network. This network is invaded by
intra- and intercellular fluids that are set in motion by acoustic
vibrations. (b) Schematic of the setup. The laser beam is fed into a
standard life science microscope. We equipped the motorized
translation stage with a clip-on compact incubator that accepts
standard 96-well plates and maintains physiological conditions at
37 °C and 5% CO2. The diffused light is collected and sent to the
spectrometer. (c) Enlargement of a single well (the curvature of
the round bottom has been exaggerated). Each well is filled with
culture medium and contains one spheroid. (d) Typical spectra
obtained in culture medium (black line) and tumor spheroid (gray
line). Fits to Lorentzian functions are plotted in red and blue,
respectively.
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FIG. 2. Brillouin microscopy distinguishes colorectal spheroids
with different metastatic properties. (a) Frequency shift and
(b) linewidth measured from Brillouin spectra in HCT116
(n ¼ 23) and SW480 (n ¼ 27) spheroids (p < 0.0001, un-
paired two-tailed t test). (c) Schematic representation of a cell-cell
contact. E-cadherins link the two cells through the intercellular
space and bind to the intracellular actin cortex via the α- and
β-catenins.
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higher in SW480 spheroids, suggesting a higher loss
modulus M00.
In our experiments, the loss modulus M00 describes the
relaxation of structures smaller than the acoustic wave-
length, 230 nm (see Supplemental Material Note 1 [24])
averaged over the scattering volume. At such a scale, we
expect the dominant contribution of cell-cell adhesions
of typical size ≳180 nm (estimated from tight epithelial
junctions) [30]. Interestingly, among the various molecular
actors of mechanobiology, SW480 and HCT116 cell lines
differ by genetic mutations of β-catenin and variations in
the localization of α-catenin. These proteins serve as a link
between the transmembrane E-cadherins that join adjacent
cells and the intracellular actin cortex, as illustrated in
Fig. 2(c). Their alteration has been associated with a
modified viscosity in mouse embryonic carcinoma F9 cell
line in the low-frequency regime [31]. We observe a similar
effect in the high-frequency loss modulus, suggesting the
ability of BLS to discriminate between tumor tissues with
different metastatic potential. In the future, further inves-
tigation of the link between cell-cell adhesion and Brillouin
linewidth will allow deeper understanding of the mecha-
nobiological underpinnings of metastasis.
We now focus on the in-depth distribution of these
mechanical properties. We mapped the Brillouin spectra of
untreated HCT116 spheroids with an ∼10 μm step raster
pattern in a quadrant of the equatorial plane [Fig. 3(a)]. At
each pixel, the recorded spectrum showed a single Brillouin
peak in the frequency range of interest. The image formed
by f [Fig. 3(b)] clearly reveals the gradient of storage
modulus within the spheroid; the shift is larger in the center
than on the edge, illustrating the increase of the storage
modulus from the inner edge to the core (see Supplemental
Material Note 1 [24]). The image formed by Γ [Fig. 3(c)]
shows higher values (more fluid) in a rim comprised
between ∼150 and ∼50 μm. We also observe regions with
different optical contrasts in the bright field image [see red
dotted line in Fig. 3(a)] that show up as well in the f image
Fig. 3(b). To verify these trends, we probed f and Γ at three
positions (in the rim, in the intermediate region, and at
the center) in n ¼ 38 spheroids. We confirm the largely
constant Γ [Fig. 3(e) suggesting constant M00 and n values]
and increasing f from the rim to the center [Fig. 3(d)],
pointing to an increase inM0. From the intermediate region
to the center, we observe opposite trends (f increases while
Γ decreases). Although we cannot access n directly (see
Supplemental Material Note 9 [24]), since bothM0 andM00
have a 1=n2 dependence, this observation demonstrates that
the mechanical properties are not homogeneously distrib-
uted within the spheroid.
To quantify these profiles, we plot the circular average
of the images in Figs. 3(f) and 3(g) (see Supplemental
Material Note 4 [24]). While the transition from the
medium to the spheroid is clearly identified on the average
frequency shift [see downward arrow in Fig. 3(f)], the
average linewidth profile shows a steplike feature in the
outer rim of the spheroid. An enlargement of the average
frequency shift [inset of Fig. 3(f)] reveals a similar step with
an ∼5 MHz amplitude [32]. The steplike feature is corre-
lated to the presence of a loose peripheral layer of cells
observed by phase contrast microscopy [see, for instance,
Fig. 4(a)] and suggests an exquisite sensitivity to escaping
of cells in the surrounding environment. Importantly,
these radial profiles quantify for the first time the in-depth
distribution of mechanical properties in tumoral tissues.
Let us now test if such properties can be used to follow
an anticancer therapy. We subjected the HCT116 spheroids
to a two-day therapy with 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), a drug
widely used in the treatment of colorectal cancers. 5-FU
acts during the S phase of the cell cycle and inhibits DNA
synthesis by restricting availability of thymidylate and can
also inhibit ribonucleic acid synthesis [33]. Although this
drug has had impact on advanced tumors, its efficacy in
first-line treatments remains limited due to tumor resistance
[34]. We checked how the mechanical properties correlate
with the kinetics of drug action. We formed spheroids, and
5-FU was then diluted in cell culture medium at a 300 μM
concentration. We checked drug efficacy at day 2 using a
dead assay andphase contrast imaging; the spheroid diameter
50 µm
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FIG. 3. Brillouin maps of the in-depth distribution of mechani-
cal properties within the spheroid. (a) Phase contrast image of the
untreated HCT116 spheroid (scale bar: 50 μm). As a guide to the
eye, we separate with a red dotted line regions with different
contrasts. (b),(c) Maps of the frequency shift f and line-
width Γ. (d),(e) Frequency shift and linewidth measured at
three positions [in the rim, in the intermediate region, and at
the center; see arrows in Figs. 1(f) and 1(g)] in HCT116 spheroids
(n ¼ 38, p < 0.0001, p < 0.05, unpaired two-tailed t test).
(f),(g) Circular average of the images in (b) and (c).
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decreases and the number of dead cells per mm3 increases,
both confirming the action of the drug (see Supplemental
Material Note 7 [24]) [35]. Each day from day 0 of the
treatment, we also probed f and Γ at three positions [in the
rim, in the intermediate region, and at the center, Figs. 4(b)
and 4(c), respectively]. At day 0, we recognize the patterns
we observed in Fig. 3. After one day of exposure, the storage
modulus decreases significantly in the outer rim while
remaining unaffected in the deeper regions of the tissue.
Conversely, the loss modulus is increased largely homo-
geneously throughout the tissue. At day 2, stiffness is
lowered in the whole spheroid, demonstrating its complete
loss of cohesion upon drug action. Similarly, the spheroid is
fluidized entirely, with a more pronounced effect at the
center. Clearly, these results demonstrate the ability of BLS
to quantify in-depth drug efficacy.
To further discuss light-scattering observations in the
GHz range in tumors, the stress tensor σij and mean fluid
pressure p are estimated on the basis of a minimal Darcy-
scale poroelastic model [27] as a function of the strain
tensor εij and fluid content ξ written in index notation as
σij ¼ Kuεkkδij þ 2μεij −
Ku − Kd
β
ξδij; ð1Þ
p ¼ Ku − Kd
β2
ðξ − βεkkÞ; ð2Þ
where Ku and Kd are the undrained and drained moduli,
respectively, μ is the shear modulus of the drained material
(shear moduli of the intra- and intercellular fluids are
neglected), and δij is the Kronecker delta. The long-term
stress-strain response of the tissue, classically observed in
literature [1], simulates the drained case where the fluid is
allowed to flow freely (p ¼ 0) and gives access to Kd.
In this limit, the Biot coefficient β can be interpreted as the
ratio ξ=εkk. Conversely, in the high-frequency limit, the
fluid behaves as if trapped in the pores (ξ ¼ 0):
σij ¼ Kuεkkδij þ 2μεij; ð3Þ
p ¼ −Ku − Kd
β
εkk: ð4Þ
In such a Darcy-scale description, the fluid flow through
the pores of the spheroid is approximated to a Poiseuille
flow, and the friction between the elastic frame and the fluid
F defines the frequency limit between these two regimes,
fc ¼ F=ρf, where ρf ∼ 1100 kg=m3 is the mass density
of the internal fluids. Obviously, no values exist for F in
spheroids, but by analogy with hydrogels where F ∼
4–200 × 1012 N s=m, we expect fc ∼ 4–200 GHz [36].
Contrary to standard approaches that infer a drained
modulus from a quasistatic deformation [1,16], here we
probe the low-frequency region of the undrained regime.
As we approach fc, variations in the longitudinal modulus
can be interpreted as a variation in the volume fraction
of circulating water ϕ, and M0 ≈M0w=ϕ3, with M0w the
longitudinal modulus of the fluid phase [37]. In this frame,
the increase in M0 towards the center that we observed in
untreated spheroids can be interpreted as a reduction in the
amount of circulating water.
Another interpretation consists in considering that we
are deeper in the undrained regime, above fc, and that
we probe the undrained longitudinal storage modulus
M0 ¼ Ku þ 2μ. We estimated M0 ¼ ρðfλ=2nÞ from the f
values measured on Fig. 3(f), using standard values ρ ¼
1100 kg=m3 and n ¼ 1.4. We fed this M0 function to a
finite element solver to evaluate the equilibrium equation
∇ · σ ¼ 0 in such a functionally graded elastic sphere (see
Supplemental Material Note 8 [24]). We found that the
radial stress remains largely constant, while the volumetric
strain decreases from the inner edge to the core. From a
phenomenological prospective, this is identical to an
increase in ϕ as described above and consistent with the
lower proliferation and higher apoptosis rates observed in
the center of spheroids [38]. Such reasoning concurs with
the discussion on the contribution of water to the frequency
shift in hydrated tissues [39]. From this discussion, it is
clear that the determination of fc is critical to make more
decisive interpretations, and reproducing Darcy’s experi-
ment will be the next step to quantify friction coefficient F
in these systems.
In the frame of the above discussion, the progressive
decrease of the storage modulus M0 during the anticancer
therapy indicates a drug-induced permeable front that
progresses towards the center of the spheroid. This obser-
vation is in line with recent observation of the progressive
disaggregation of HCT116 spheroids using time-lapse
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FIG. 4. Brillouin monitoring of two-day chemotherapy. (a) Op-
tical images of 5-FU treated HCT116 spheroids at days 0
(beginning of the therapy), 1, and 2. At day 2, the spheroid is
clearly disaggregated at the edges. (b) Frequency shift and
(c) linewidth measured at three positions (in the rim, in the
intermediate region, and at the center) at days 0, 1, and 2.
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microscopy during 5-FU therapy [35]. Interestingly, the
loss modulus M00 increases from day 1 at the center, even
though M0 remains unaffected at this early stage of the
treatment. We can hypothesize that a smaller dose is active
at the center at the early stages and that it triggers metabolic
activation, as observed in 2D models [40]. Our results have
also pointed to an influence of catenins on M00; it would
thus be interesting to investigate a possible upregulation
of cell-cell contacts activated by low drug dose in the center
of the spheroid.
In summary, Brillouin microscopy enables mapping the
intrinsic longitudinal modulus of tumoral tissues without
any fluorophores or tags. With this technique, we demon-
strated that the ability to probe poromechanics close to the
undrained limit allows us to discriminate the metastatic
potential of tissues and monitor the in-depth action of
standard therapeutic drugs. These observations pave the
way to in-depth probing of drug efficacy using the high-
frequency modulus as a quantitative indicator. Our results
also revealed a strong heterogeneity in the high-frequency
response of untreated tumors, contrary to what is usually
assumed. We anticipate that this information on high-
frequency 3D mechanics will set new grounds for the
interpretation of the mechanobiology of cancer.
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